
PROSPECTS IN COLLEGE

In Week 3, we witnessed an array of standout performances across 
the baseball landscape, as PTA alumni showcased their skills and 
determination on the diamond. From powerful hits to stellar pitching 
displays, here’s a glimpse into their performances this week!
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CONNOR GOODWIN of 
Edgewood college showed his 
speed and power, hitting a triple 
and swiping three bases. Also 
from Edgewood College, KYLE 
SAGAN went 2 for 4 with a crucial 
RBI and a run scored. 

Also from Edgewood College, 
KYLE SAGAN went 2 for 4 with a 
crucial RBI and a run scored. 

Representing McKendree 
University, KEEGAN MCCARTY 
delivered a stellar performance 
on the mound, pitching for four 
innings, while yielding just two hits 
and recording five strikeouts in a 
team win.  

NATHAN FAUST of Viterbo 
University showcased his ability 
with a hit and an RBI.  

For Ball State University, JACOB 
HARTLAUB contributed to a team 
win, tossing 4.2 innings of shutout 
ball, allowing only three hits while 
striking out two.  

For Milwaukee Area Technical 
College, PEYTON SEEBACHER 
swung a hot bat, going 4 for 7 
with a double, a triple, and three 
RBIs.  

PTA was heavily represented 
through alumni at UW – Steven’s 
Point this week. MITCH CRAWLEY 
saw the mound and COLTON 
MARTELL made his season debut, 
while ANTHONY TOMCZAK 
displayed consistency at the plate 
by going 5 for 14 with two RBIs.  

GIANNI PASSARELLI of Ohio 
Dominican University made the 
most of his plate appearance, 
driving in a run with clutch hit.  

For Bryant and Stratton, ISAAC 
ENGELBRECHT made two relief 
appearances.  

NOLAN HODGINS, representing 
Wisconsin Lutheran College, 
showed his offensive prowess 
going 4 for 9 with a double and 
three RBIs.  

For the Upper Iowa University 
Peacocks, ETHAN SAWYER 
contributed to his team’s success 
with a hit, aiding in two team 
victories throughout the week.  

OWEN RICE recorded two 
strikeouts in a solid inning of 
work for the Panthers of UW-
Milwaukee.  
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THE #PTAWAY

NATE SNEAD of the University 
of Tennessee, delivered a strong 
pitching performance, tallying 
five strikeouts over 2.1 innings of 
work to secure the save for the 
Volunteers. 

MAX HENNEMANN of Heartland 
Community College made his 
presence felt in both games, 
recording hits in each contest 
while adding a run scored and a 
stolen base to his contributions. 

EVAN IWINSKI of Madison Area 
Technical College made his 
season debut.

Representing UW-Oshkosh, 
PARKER THOMPSON threw a 
solid inning and recorded two 
strikeouts. 

RYDER DEROUIN of College 
of Lake County contributed 
offensively, going 2 for 5 with a 
run scored over two games. 

For the Carroll University 
Pioneers, EVAN BECKER had a 
perfect day at the plate, going 
2 for 2 with two doubles and a 
stolen base.

Lastly, LEO BERGER delivered 
a solid pitching performance for 
UW-Parkside, tossing 2 innings 
and striking out two batters.

As Week 3 comes to an end, it’s clear that these PTA alumni have showcased remarkable talent and 
commitment on the baseball field. Their contributions not only propel their teams forward, but also inspire 
fans and followers. As the season unfolds, we eagerly anticipate the continued success and achievements of 
these promising prospects! 
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